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Title word cross-reference  

(a, b) [SS69]. (a, bγ) [SS69]. (a, bγ − γ) [SS69]. d [All69b]. p [All69b].  

addresses [Ano69a]. analysis [BPA69]. angular [SS69]. arbitrary [SS69].  
Asymptotic [Nor69]. atoms [BZ69]. authors [Ano69c].  

Barbara [SS69]. become [Ano69d]. Board [Ano69b]. bound [Smi69a].  

calculate [All69a, FS69]. calculating [BT69]. calculations [BZ69]. closed  
[BZ69]. coefficients [All69b, FS69]. complex [TR69]. compound [SS69].  
Computation [SS69]. Condon [All69a]. configuration [BZ69]. core  
[BZ69]. Coulomb [TR69]. coupled [Nor69]. cross [SS69].  

differential [SS69]. double [SS69]. double-differential [SS69].  

Editorial [Ano69a, Ano69b]. electron [Nor69]. electrons [All69b]. energies
equations [Nor69]. equivalent [All69b].

factors [All69a]. Feshbach [SS69]. Fluxoids [Kam69]. formalism [SS69]. Fortran [Rob69]. Fractional [All69b]. Franck [All69a]. function [Smi69a]. functions [TR69].

generalized [SS69]. Ginzburg [Kam69].

Hauser [SS69]. having [BZ69]. hydrogenic [FS69].


Landau [Kam69]. library [Ano69d].

Mandy [SS69]. Moldauer [SS69]. momenta [SS69]. Mössbauer [BPA69].

non [BZ69]. non-relativistic [BZ69]. Nuclear [Smi69a, Smi69b, SS69].

orbital [BZ69].

Parameter [Smi69c]. parentage [All69b]. penetrability [Smi69b]. phase [Smi69b]. potential [BT69]. program [All69a, Ano69d, BPA69, BT69, FS69]. programs [Rob69, SS69]. publication [Rob69].

radiative [FS69]. reactions [SS69]. recombination [FS69]. Regge [BT69].

Relativistic [BZ69].

scattering [BT69, Nor69]. scientific [Rob69]. search [Smi69c]. sections [SS69]. shell [All69b]. shift [Smi69b]. solution [Nor69]. spectra [BPA69].

spin [BZ69]. spin-orbitals [BZ69]. state [Smi69a]. subroutine [Smi69a, Smi69b, Smi69c]. subscriber [Ano69d].

total [SS69]. trajectories [BT69]. two [BZ69]. type [SS69].

valence [BZ69]. Versatile [BPA69].

wave [Smi69a].
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